IVES® hardware has provided style and durability for American homes since 1876. Our commitment to quality makes IVES a name you can trust.

SIDE WINDOW LOCK

FOR USE ON DOUBLE HUNG OR WOOD CASEMENT WINDOWS TO HOLD WINDOW OPEN AT DESIRED POSITION. IDEAL FOR WINDOWS IN WHICH AIR CONDITIONER IS INSTALLED.

INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS

TOOLS REQUIRED:
Drill, 3/8" drill bit, Phillips screwdriver, awl or pencil.

1. Place window lock flat on window frame (A) in retracted position 3/4" away from window rail (B) and approximately 6" from window sill.
2. Mark, drill pilot holes and secure.

NOTE: Two side window locks are recommended per window.

ASK FOR OTHER FINE HARDWARE BY H.B. IVES

WINDOW LOCKS
DOOR STOPS
COAT & HAT HOOKS
DOOR BOLTS

SIDE WINDOW LOCK C9053 BRASS
MADE IN USA